
Optimization of unertainty features for transportation problemsNiklaus Eggenberg, Matteo Salani, Mihel BierlaireEPFL - Éole Polytehnique Fédérale de Lausanne.a. niklaus.eggenberg�ep�.hAbstratIn this work we present the onept of Unertainty Feature Optimization (UFO), an optimization frame-work to handle problems due to noisy data. We show that UFO is an extension of standard methodsas robust optimization and stohasti optimization and we show that the method an be used when noinformation of the data unertainty sets is available. We present a proof of onept for the multipleknapsak problem and we show appliations to some routing problems: vehile routing with stohastidemands and airline sheduling.Introdution Many real-life problems, espeially in transportation, are due to unertainty. Standardmethods suh as robust optimization (Bertsimas and Sim, 2004) or stohasti optimization (Kall andWallae, 1994), (Herroelen and Leus, 2005), (Sahinidis, 2004), provide solutions that either stay feasiblefor any possible realization or provide a solution performing best in average ase. The main onept ofUFO is that the fundamental hypothesis needed for both robust and stohasti optimization, namelythat we are given an expliit haraterization of the possible senarios, is relaxed: we are seeking forsolution properties improving robustness under noisy data in general, independently of any unertaintyharaterization.The motivations for this researh ome form the onlusions of some works related to optimization underunertainty. Authors report that solutions tend to the optimization of simple properties. For example,in airline sheduling, suh measures are to inrease the number of plane rossings (Klabjan et al., 2002),(Bian et al., 2004), reduing the length of plane rotations (Rosenberger et al., 2004) or inreasing idletime (Al-Fawzana and Haouari, 2005).The UFO Framework is based on a standard optimization problem z∗ = min{f(x) | A(x) ≤ b,x ∈
X}.The aim is to append an unertainty feature given as a funtion µ(x) to the objetive. We are nowfaed with a multi-objetive optimization problem de�ned over the same feasible set {A(x) ≤ b,x ∈ X}and new objetive

zUFO = [min f(x),max µ(x)].Note that the feasibility of solution x is not a�eted by the unertainty measure. Moreover, if µ(x)is of the same type than f(x) and A(x), then the obtained problem is of same di�ulty than the initialproblem (P ).UFO is based on an impliit unertainty handling. However, with an appropriate hoie of uner-tainty features we an retrieve stohasti optimization formulations as well as the robust formulation ofBertsimas and Sim (2004). Details are reported in the full paper.Appliations Results on the multiple knapsak problem show that simple unertainty features suh asmaximizing diversi�ation or minimizing the maximum taken objet tend to improve the robustness of asolution for di�erent lasses of problems. Results are obtained with an extensive simulation proedure.Finally, we show how to apply UFO to transportation problems under unertainty suh as vehilerouting with stohasti demands and airline sheduling.
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